
Colin James has been helping people navigate the shifting landscape of 
business for over 20 years. He helps people find better ways to develop 
intelligent leadership, change and collaboration. Essentially, how do we 
establish cultures where ‘Followership’ naturally arises? In a world of  
fast change and expanded options this is a crucial conversation.

Colin is the Director of Atmore International and his background in 
broadcasting and marketing provide another dimension of experience. 
But it is his unique corporate framework and content that sets him  
apart. This framework has been developed by years working at the 
highest levels with a range of companies around the globe. He brings 
a profound commitment designing outcomes which enhance people’s 
professional and personal capacities. Delivering practical keynotes, 
training and facilitation his approach is honest, direct, unique and highly 
inclusive of every group he works with. If you are looking for a powerful 
keynote, workshop, strategy session or full day facilitation Colin will 
provide a fresh ‘lens’ for business to consider culture and leadership.

Colin James
Colin James inspires crucial conversations 

around culture and change. Challenging the 

usual assumptions on leadership by focusing  

on the crucial skill of Followership.

Colin brings a level of 
depth and engagement  
I have never experienced 
before in my 24 years  
in business - brilliant.

Commonwealth Bank

This program has  
beenthe best training  

investment I have seen…  
Colin is simply outstanding  
in his ability to hold a group  
of senior partners engaged  

for an entire week.
Ernst & Young

http://odemanagement.com/speakers/colin-james.html
http://odemanagement.com/speakers/colin-james.html?tgt=vid-primary


my topics....
Lizard Management Strategies
The number one cause of workplace disruption, conflict, 
disengagement and low productivity is stress and anxiety. Now 
here is the fact that confronts many: the workplace does not 
cause stress and anxiety. Different people in the same context 
respond differently. Productive people who manage challenging 
environments well, who have what looks like natural confidence, 
who flourish in perceived adversity have well developed Lizard 
Management Strategies.

Everyone who hears this keynote or completes this workshop 
is able to handle stress and anxiety immediately in their lives – 
professionally and personally. 

  Powerful take away tools include;

  How to eliminate individual and group anxiety

  How to gain natural, effortless confidence in all contexts

  How to never sabotage yourself again

Followership - Good Leaders create 
good Followers and good Followers 
create good Leaders
Leadership is theoretically easy. That’s why there are tens of 
thousands of books on the subject. Of course it’s more complex 
than reading a book or article. What constitutes excellent 
leadership? Does the answer lie in focusing on “Followership”? 
Followership challenges both Leaders in organizations (how 
to be a better leader) and employees (how to be a better 
‘follower’). Colin James has been studying, exploring and 
researching the nature of Leadership and Followership for 3 
decades. He draws upon a host of stories, references, humour 
and his unique graphic presentation ability to hold audiences 
fully engaged and enthralled. More importantly participants are 
not just left with a powerfully positive message but also with 
practical, immediately applicable skills.

In this keynote Colin will explore:

  What makes an excellent follower? The 3 key reasons 
Followers follow and the 3 reasons they will stop.  
How can this transform people and cultures?

  How to build authentic leaders.

Making the ‘impossible’ possible
They say we are the sum of our experiences, essentially we do 
what we do because of our beliefs… This keynote/workshop 
challenges this very assumption very dramatically! Over a 
90-minute session Colin James shows participants how to draw 
a fully rendered, artist quality portrait to the standard depicted 
above. The drawing component of his session takes an hour, 
so in 60 minutes Colin reveals not only that drawing is a skill 
that can be learned but a metaphor for belief limitations most 
of us impose on our lives. This is a startling experience which 
leaves participants with a real-life experience for challenging 
and redefining their belief system. This session is designed help 
audiences to:

   Understand how beliefs are encoded and give participants 
strategies to manage believe change effectively. 
Demonstrated by teaching the audience step by  
step to draw an artist quality portrait in one hour.

 Recognize self-sabotaging belief patterns and  
challenge areas in their work and personal lives 
where limiting beliefs could be getting in the way.

The Change Game - Managing  
Change in all life contexts
A keynote in high demand is The Change game. This keynote  
is tailored and designed to meet the specific outcomes  
sought by the client and contextualized to industry and 
circumstances. Constant, relentless, rapid change is just  
the way it is. Then add the need for speed, we need it 
immediately. There is a requirement to adapt, adjust and 
accommodate the change intellectually, emotionally, 
psychologically and collectively. One consistent block  
occurs. People. People often will not change behaviours  
and habits that are self-destructive. What causes such 
resistance, antipathy and, at times, overt hostility to change? 
Delivered as a keynote or a workshop equips participants to:

  Identify their current state and understand the psychological 
map of change strategies to manage it more effectively.

  Move from victim to accountability thinking and behaviour 
and apply healthy change practice in their teams and 
organisations.

The E-Myth   
Who out there struggles with staff turnover?

Who out there struggles with staff turnover?Everyone? Thought 
so. The promise of a gold watch if you stick around is no longer 
enough for todays workforce – they need to be ‘engaged’ at all 
levels in order to develop true company loyalty.

And you as a business want this, you need this! An ‘engaged’ 
employee will be more productive, less likely to leave and 
provide higher value in all contexts. Fact. Endless research backs 
it up. Google it.

But how? The answer isn’t what you think.

In this attention grabbing keynote Colin James will:

  Bust through the myths and get to the crux of what really 
drives staff loyalty.

  The 4 archetypes – how employees ‘play’ and how you can 
use this in your teams today!

  How to manage this new breed of worker brilliantly

 

We constantly  
heard one name,  

Colin James, and he  
has been fundamental 
to the success of the 

Accelerate Program over 
these last four years.

Ernst & Young

Truly one  
of the  

worlds best  
Facilitators...

Oracle Inc




